Detour around forecourt construction to get from Eastman Quad to Alumni Rd./Wilson Quad

Detour around forecourt construction to get from Alumni Rd./Wilson Quad to Wallis/Hutchison Halls areas

Detour around forecourt construction to get from Dewey Lot to Eastman Quad

Detour around Hutchison/Trustee Road construction. Note: there is no sidewalk along the Trustee Rd. portion of the detour.

Detour to accommodate travel from Simon/Hopeman to Library Lot

Detour to avoid Hoyt Plaza allowing access to Eastman Quad

Detour around Trustee Road construction for travel between Park Lot and Intercampus Dr./Hajim Quad

Symbol Key:
- Bus stop
- Wheelchair accessible entrance
- Wheelchair accessible tunnel entrance
- Wheelchair inaccessible tunnel entrance
- Pedestrian Detour
- Pedestrian Detour June 17–30
- Under construction
- Fence
- Stairs/Wheelchair inaccessible path